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About This Game

In Swap Blocks you will match 3 or more similar blocks on a game board by swapping blocks. Play solo game modes, or play
against a CPU or another player. There are also various challenge puzzles to test you.

Features

 Multiple game modes

 Puzzle Editor

 Challenge Levels

 VS Mode
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 2 different play styles

 Achievements

 Online Leaderboards
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An enjoyable game in the general style of Bomberman. While I'm not a huge fan of procedurally generated levels, it's relatively
well executed here (though there are some bad maps). While gameplay is similar to the Bomberman series, it has made it
differentr enough to have its own take on the genre. The enemy types and general aesthetic make sure that it isn't a clone.
Linking starting upgrades to achievements was an interesting idea but one I like..
utter\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665avoid.. looking forward to purchase a farm land myself someday. The
game itself makes a good impression, children's memories come up immediately, but the singler player is still a bit bugged, one
of them always gets stuck somewhere, which isn't much fun. Otherwise, an online co-op mode would still be great.

If you like games like, Double Dragon, King Fury & co than go for it.

The Soundtrack is great!
. The most hard boiled character in the entire series.. So, there it is, Chapter 2

I honestly enjoyed chapter 1, but as I learned that Hotaru will be the main heroine this time, I was like "Oh no, I didn't really
like her in Chap 1"
BUT how wrong I was. The more I got to know about her, the more I got to like her. She really gives you a taste of heaven, like
she always says.

Chap 2 is storywise a little bit better than Chap 1. Lot's of silce of life and even a bit of drama. And not to forget that after
credits scene.

Characterwise, there is one new side character and one new main character, namely Ritsu and Rikka. Both are fitting into the
already awesome character cast very well. Aside from Hotaru, Alice comes to shine too!

The voice acting is flawless and a pleasure, there is really nothing to complain in my opinion.

The soundtrack is very simillar to chap 1 (some or even a lot of tracks are reused), which isn't bad at all, it's just Supipara-like.

The good thing about Supipara is always the amount of CG's and the quality of the game itself, just look at the screenshots, you
can even tell how good the quality is just by looking

As far as I noticed, there are only some very very minor things I didn't like. Firstly, there is no music in the main menu, and
secondly, the opening (which you can see at the steam store page) doesn't appear in the game.

The playtime is around 15h, a little bit longer than chap 1

I sincerly wish that Momiji's chapter will be succesfully funded, hopefully it doesn't take years...
Seriously, Supipara was always very very high on my personal ranking and belongs even to my favorites! Chap 2 proves that..
Iron Sea Defenders. Portrait of a broken man. Expressive insight into the psyche of a depressed corporate worker that is
relatable ,yet carries enough character to allow your own interpretation of this poor man's fall into demise. Would recommend,
7\/10.. This is a local multiplayer game.....soo a party game...
If u have some friend comming to you u can play this game, it is nice enough
but if u don't have any friend...yeah stay away :(
recomened
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This is one of those low requirement games that has awful performance on modern systems.

Whenever the mouse is moved, the FPS drops to probably not even 10, and this game is played mostly with a mouse... Good
job...

It is slightly better in windowed mode, but it is way too small.

I know I write this in vain as the devs won't ever ever E V E R even respond, let alone fix this.
I just need to vent a bit.

From the short time I could stand playing this game I noticed that the translation isn't super-terrible (still machine-translated but
probably with fixes)

But it has the rabbit-censorsiht... >_< luckily there's a patch for it.

Might have been a decent game, I will never know.. Wonderful, challenging runner. My wife gave it a try and she's hooked too!
Overall, a nice pick up and put down game that's well worth the price.. I wish there was more of this game. It is a rather short
game, but it is a great game nonetheless. The environment you get to explore looks stunning, the music that goes along with it is
perfect, and the gameplay is quite interesting. The goal of each level is easy enough: "press buttons". Some buttons are easier
than others, some even take a little patience or creativity on your end. If you want to relax and unwind a bit I highly recommend
this game. Even if you don't like the game-element about it, just looking around and listening to the music is rewarding as it is..
The best pop-up simulator I have ever played!

One of the great features is that during a war, you'll be notified about deciding the future of an child's education who is of no
relation to you whatsoever; or better still, you'll be told that someone who you have never heard of died of old age. Endless fun
that never gets old! During serious wars, you may even get pop-ups every few seconds; if really lucky, you'll even get pop-ups
over the top of other pop-ups, and in the confusion, you'll be clicking on the wrong pop-ups!

This game is a MUST HAVE to go along with your grass growing and paint drying simulators.

*SPOILER ALERT*

As a real rewarding bonus, the game will stall every month for a couple of seconds, just for a more immersive experience.
While the game saves, the stalling will last longer.. I finished the game ...AND I LOVED IT!
The cut scenes were fabulous, the story was pretty interesting, hilarious dialogue, and the voice acting was perfect.

Studio Fizbin is to be commended on making fantastic game,
The game has a wonderful, jagged, hand-drawn style,and the Voice work is excellent.
Roberts and Laura\u2019s interactions are both hilarious and, precious.
The game has Numerous tricky puzzles!

If you\u2019re trying to figure out what it is that makes The Inner World so satisfying, you\u2019re really not going to be able
to pick any one thing. The story, graphics, and gameplay are all well made, but it\u2019s the sum of the parts that synthesizes
The Inner World into the charming gem that it is.

. Played on the PSVR for a long time now have a vive to play room scale and its fantastic. Difficult to understand why this game
only has 14 reviews on the pc side but its actually really really goood. Yeah its difficult to find a game but thers a discord to set
up matches.

My positives-
-Controls do support room scale
-Controls are difficult at first but once you master very rewarding
-Physics are Awesome
-Heading the ball in this game is amaazing
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-Dribbling is fun
-Cross Play with PSVR

overall love the game just wish more users supported it. Kinda an underappreciated gem with a lot of backing from the devs

. this will have to do

mom blocked all the sites. This is the best casual shooter for VR.
It is better than the more famous space pirate trainer.
A-10 has got significantly better graphics, more variety in the enemies and in their behaviours. Jebooman might be a better
shooter but there is more of a learning curve there.
A-10 is very intuitive and the learning curve is purely in aiming skills.
For the price, it is definetly the first shooter to purchase.
Also, it is one of few "games", rather than demos, that is ideal to show VR to curious friends and family.. Love the game, but to
call it a simulator is not correct. As a former dairy farmer I can say that if it was this easy in real life, I`d still be doing it...
I`m sure that if I jump in my tractor right now (Case IH 2007) and steer it into a brick wall that would be the end for it. AND
ever so often it needs service, I can't just drive and drive forever on it. This "simulator" lacks the realism of real life farming
and should therefore be called a farming/driving/arcade game!
But still, Its a great GAME that I can recommend to all who is interested in farming.

Updated 09.04.15:
Hopefully this review update takes care of my unfortunate misspelling of the word "tractor". I live in Norway where our native,
and first language is Norwegian, so I`m sorry if my spelling and/or grammar is a bit off when it comes to English.. I tried this on
a whim. The game isn't worth the money. No challenge, or depth. I've seen better games made as a high school project.

It is bugged on the 8th map.
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